Overview

Energi Savr Node™ (ESN) systems allow for two types of timed events: After Hours Mode and Scene Selection. The timed events may be accomplished in two ways. Method 1 utilizes a Lutron® timeclock-enabled device connected via the QS link. Method 2 requires a dry contact closure timeclock device.

Method 1: Lutron® Timeclock Enabled Device

The built-in astronomical timeclock on a GRAFIK Eye® QS control unit is used to trigger events on one or more Energi Savr Node™ (ESN) units. The ESN must be connected to the GRAFIK Eye® QS control unit via the QS link. The timeclock events are setup on the GRAFIK Eye® QS control unit using the built-in LCD screen. For more information on setting up timeclock events on a GRAFIK Eye® QS control unit, consult the GRAFIK Eye® QS Installation and Operation Guide (at www.lutron.com/QS).

ESN for 0-10V units and ESN with Softswitch® units can be programmed to respond to timeclock events from one or more GRAFIK Eye® QS control units using manual programming (buttons and LEDs on the ESN unit).

All ESN units can be programmed to respond to timeclock events using the Energi Savr app (available in the AppStore® online marketplace) for an Apple iPod touch, iPhone, or iPad. A QSE-CI-AP-D is required when programming ESN for 0-10V units or ESN with Softswitch® units via the Energi Savr app. Changes to settings for After Hours Mode on the ESN unit may only be made using the Energi Savr app. If help is needed to configure the ESN unit to respond to timeclock events from a GRAFIK Eye® QS control unit via manual programming, contact Lutron Customer Assistance (1.844.LUTRON1).
Method 2: Dry Contact Closure Timeclock Device

A device (by others) provides a contact closure to the Energi Savr Node™ (ESN) unit to initiate an action at a specific time and day. The contact closure is wired to a programmable Contact Closure Input (CCI) on domestic ESN units. A Lutron contact closure device (QSE-IO) must be added in order to use a contact closure device (by others) with international ESN for 0-10V units and ESN with Softswitch units. This device (by others) may be a standalone timeclock or Building Management System (BMS) capable of meeting the following requirements:

1. Provides a low-voltage, dry Contact Closure Output (CCO)
2. Provides a maintained closure (for activate/deactivate After Hours Mode only) or provides a momentary contact closure for a minimum duration of 0 seconds (0.1 seconds). For other actions, see below.
3. Powered by a power supply rated for PELV/SELV/NEC Class 2 usage or having suitable isolation for PELV/SELV/NEC Class 2 installation.

The ESN unit CCI can be set up to sweep lights to Off, toggle between a scene and Off, or activate/deactivate After Hours Mode.

The CCI on ESN for 0-10V units and ESN with Softswitch units can be programmed using manual programming (buttons and LEDs on the ESN unit). The CCI input of all ESN units can be programmed using the Energi Savr app (available in the AppStore online marketplace) for an Apple iPod touch, iPhone, or iPad.

Changes to settings for After Hours Mode on the ESN unit may only be made using the Energi Savr app. If help is needed to configure the ESN to respond to timeclock events from a contact closure, consult the Energi Savr Node™ Manual Programming Guide (at www.lutron.com) or contact Lutron Customer Assistance (1.844.LUTRON1).

Examples of Timeclocks (by others):

Intermatic ET70215CR24
Tork DZS200A

Note: A timeclock (by others) requires a 24 V~ transformer in addition to the part numbers above.

Apple, iPod touch, iPhone, and iPad are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. AppStore is a service mark of Apple Inc.
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